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PRINCIPAL SPONSOR



As we draw to the end of season 2020, we can all reflect on the challenges that 
this year has provided to all of us. We have had a number of new concepts and 
rules that we have become our new norm – home schooling, social distancing, 
lock down, border closures and sporting shutdowns just to name a few. 2020 
will definitely be remembered as one of the most challenging years in history. 

This football season has provided its challenges as well – from shutdowns to 
restarts to COVID Safe processes, we have become used to this new normal. 
We began our 2020 season in October 2019 and I thank our players, parents, 
coaches and board for their dedication and resilience as we work into the 13th 
month of season 2020!

Throughout it all though, I need to commend our players, parents, guardians 
and supporters for the resilience and ability to move through this in the best 
possible manner. Our ‘Thunder Family’ has been magnificent and deserves to 
be commended. The upbeat attitude, understanding of the challenges and 
direction that we are trying to take the club has been excellent. When the 
Government shut downs began, our players and coaches did not stop. Our 
coaches provided training plans that could be done at home and conducted 
Zoom meetings to keep everyone engaged. Thanks to the players for your 
dedication during this time to keep your fitness and skills up. Our results 
certainly were strong after the resumption and showed your resilience to 
maintain your training discipline during these difficult times. 

To our parents - thank you for your understanding on the extended season, 
sitting beside fields in the cold for hours and being available to help where 
required. 

To our players - thank you for playing the game in the right spirit, for arriving to 
training with the right attitude and producing some sensational results across 
the course of the season. 

To our coaches - thank you for the time that you put in planning the sessions, 
arranging your game plans – these are the things that no one else sees. We see 
the excellent results that our teams have produced this year and thank you for 
the positive manner in which you represent the club and your players. 

Through all the challenges, our on field performances have been excellent. 
Congratulations to our FQPL Men for the successful season that they have had. 
The battle for promotion has been fierce and even though the Men won more 
games than Logan, we just missed promotion to the NPL this season. Looking 
forward to seeing if we can go one better in Season 2021. 

Our Ladies have had some brilliant games as well including taking points from 
some of the strongest teams in the league. Some of the goals that our ladies 
have scored have been nothing short of brilliant and deserve their places in 
the Football Queensland Goal of the Week!

Across our junior age groups, all our teams have produced high quality 
football. Our games were played in the right spirit and we always enjoyed 
taking it to our opposition from down the hill.  

I’d like to take this opportunity to also acknowledge the efforts of Jason Hall 
for his work on the Board over the past 8 years. Jason was one of the original 
‘founders’ of SWQ Thunder and has worked tirelessly over the years in his role 
as Vice Chairman and Football Performance Director to move the club forward 
at all times. Thank you Jason for your service and dedication to your roles. 
Jason won’t be lost to the club though as he steps into his new role of Men’s 
Team Manager. 

Thank you also to Jordie Franke who steps down from the Board. Most of 
you will know Jordie from her playing efforts, however, her support on the 
Board during her tenure has been excellent and appreciated. Jordie will still be 
involved in the club through her work with the Academy. 

I would also like to acknowledge the action of my fellow Directors over my 
tenure as Chairman this year. 2020 has provided us many new challenges. 
Thank you to Michael Clarkson & Danny Clifford for their dedication to 
ensuring the Kratzke Road ovals met the COVID requirements for our SAP 
games as well as their assistance in grants and governance. Thank you to 
Laurie for his work on our Media portfolio which includes spending countless 
hours at the Stadium and working on websites and social media posts. Thanks 
also to our newest Board member, Stef Hlaca for his guidance as he begins to 
take over the Football Director portfolio. 

Special mention and thank you also to our Director of Football Operations, 
Janelle Sothmann. Janelle has the task of dealing with our governing bodies 
along with local councils and the logistical issues of running a club. Thanks 
to Janelle for all the time and her dedication to making sure the club runs 
smoothly. 

Thankyou also to our SAP Co-Ordinator, Chris McLeod who is stepping down 
from his role at the end of season 2020. Over the past few years, Chris’s efforts in 
the SAP program have helped develop this program into a well-run and most 
importantly, enjoyable experience for our boys. However, Chris’s involvement 
around the club goes well beyond SAP. Chris is always willing to assist and 
has the development of club and football at the forefront. Thank you Chris for 
everything that you have provided to the club over the past few years. 

As we come to end of Season 2020, we have already begun looking ahead to 
season 2021. 

At the time of writing, Football Queensland announced the structure of the 
new look Men’s & Women’s structures from 2021. Across the Men’s in 2021 
& 2022, the restructure will mean the introduction of the FQPL 2 which will 
sit below the FQPL and NPL. The Women & Girls reform in 2021 will comprise 
of the addition of the FQPL to sit underneath the NPLW in season 2022. 
Unfortunately, we still do not know of what competition format the Boys 
will take on in 2021 and are working with Football Queensland on the SAP 
program ensuring that we deliver the best possible product to our players and 
parents. 

We have many positives that we are looking forward to in 2021 and beyond. 

We recently announced the 3 Year Apparel agreement with Kappa. This new 
partnership will provide the club with a high quality and well recognised 
product as well as providing us with the ability to increase the range of 
products we can supply. I would also like to formally thank Joma, our previous 
clothing supplier. Joma supported the club for the last three years and 
provided us an excellent product and support during this time. 

As a Board we are also investigating a number of initiatives around the 
addition of a Girl’s SAP program through to Academies and additional teams. 
There is no option off the table and we take the time to look at each one and 
how best it can work for our club. 

Season 2021 will no doubt bring its challenges, however, after what 2020 has 
provided, I firmly believe that we are up to the challenge and season 2021 will 
be a resounding success.

I’d like to acknowledge the people who volunteer to help throughout the club. 
No sporting organisation can be run without volunteers and fortunately, we 
have some excellent people who freely give their time to help make the club 
run smoothly. Thank you for your support of the club. Volunteers are always 
welcomed whether you can give us an hour or your expertise, we can always 
use more people to share the work load. 

I would also like to accept this opportunity to thank our Sponsors and 
Partners. Spread throughout these pages are the names of these business that 
support us. I ask that you take the time to support the people that support our 
club. This can be through many ways; from purchasing products from them to 
simply liking and sharing their social media posts, support takes many forms! 
These local businesses help to provide us the opportunity to take the football 
product throughout South West Queensland and produce a high quality style 
of play throughout the region. 

Finally, I have enjoyed my time as Chairman of SWQ Thunder and want to thank 
everyone for their support, guidance and advice in the past twelve months. 
We look forward to continuing to improve the club and remain focused on 
developing our footballers and coaches and providing the framework to 
produce the highest quality football product.

Regards

Luke Stenhouse
Chairman 

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

SWQ THUNDER FC
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BOARD MEMEBER POSITION PORTFOLIO

Luke Stenhouse Chairman Finance / Sponsorship

Jason Hall Vice Chairman Football Performance

Laurie Passante Director Media & Engagement

Michael Clarkson Director Infrastructure/Grants

Janelle Sothmann Director Football Operations Manager

Danny Clifford Director Compliance

Stefano Hlaca Director Football Performance 2IC

Jordie Franke Director Community Engagement

Kris Hemmerling NPL Boys/ NPLW Technical Director

Chris McLeod SAP Co-Ordinator

SWQ THUNDER VOLUNTEERS

David Lobwein Photographer

Annette Andrews Photography Photographer

Simone Fornasini Social media / Photos

Jon Haynes Accounts

Justin Searle Finances

Trevor Howard Toowoomba Osteopath

Joe Bailey Hip Sport Spine Physiotherapy
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AGE COACH ASSISTANT COACH MANAGER

SAP Boys U9 Thomas Lund Nick Warmington

Sap Boys U10 David Lawson Noah Lawson Natalie Lawson

SAP Boys U11 Mirko Crociati Natalie Lawson

SAP Boys U12 Craig Van Heerden Matt Thompson

U13 Girls Louise Rolfe Madison Lockwood Joanne Woodcock

U13 Boys Ricardo Nitschke Anthony Rametta Alan Cumming

U14 Boys Jason Richardson Luke Stenhouse Stephen Willmot

U15 Boys Doug Spinks Craig Van Heerden Tamara Manning

U15 Girls Nick Payne Ricky Weinand Lauren Major

U16 Boys David Lawson Michael Smith Andrew Roche

U18 Girls Tim Taylor Stephen Favero Angela McMahon

Anita Wolski

U18 Boys Michael Turvey Toby Whitten

U20 Men Nic Rundle Jack Nussey Trevor Howard

Senior  Women David Park-Ballay Tim Taylor Jess Fry

Dannielle Davis

Senior  Men Ivor Prasad Nic Rundle Trent Bowles

GoalKeepers Jack Nussey

SWQ THUNDER FC
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NPL Boys/NPLW  Technical Director - Kris Hemmerling
 
As you will all agree, what a crazy year. We started with Thiago, ending up with yours truly. It has been a great honour to 
work with the greatest club in Queensland. 
To start I must thank Luke Stenhouse, Stef Hlaca, Jason Hall and the board,  all our coaches and you for your support. Also 
Laurie for our clubs game day media. The great debates.

Janelle for all the hard work for the club. She is unbelievable. 

So, we start the season with a bang, all teams performances were outstanding. Then, almost immediately, we have the 
pause. Home trainings, Zoom meetings and almost lockdown. Two months of no football made life difficult, but also good 
to take stock and analyse where we are. On return our senior men’s team take a magic run and as we speak sit second on 
the ladder thanks to the great work from Ivor and his coaching staff.. Our senior ladies push and challenge all teams, even 
beating Capalaba. Great work David and Tim. All our coaches have done a wonderful job of developing our players so these 
senior coaches can continue their hard work.

The NPLW has been very successful this season. Unfortunately numbers were down in our U13s but the hard work everyone has put into this group will 
reap the rewards for next season in this age group. The 15s helping out the 18s was nothing more than sensational. Again, the 18s for next year look to be 
the strongest ever which is great news for David and the club going forward. To all the coaches, managers and players the club is very proud of all your 
hard work this season. 

NPL boys, I have only stepped in to help after the pause. What a great group of coaches, the friendship these coaches have, oozes down to the players. The 
games I have enjoyed this season have been outstanding. The culture being created by these men is something we as a club can be proud of. 

The SAP program is very strong. Chris McLeod has done a tremendous job with this. The coaches he has in place are doing a great job. We are very 
competitive during the carnivals in Brisbane and some of our results in the TFL are amazing. Thank you Chris and your team. 

During my time, we have been able to hold 3 coaches education evenings and invited Gabor Gancer to Toowoomba. During these times we have looked 
at how we can improve in a few different areas. These events are to help educate and forward our already excellent coaches even higher to the next level.

Thanks to the media, Despina, Ted and Jason for always being there for us. 

Again I’d like to thank the Board, Coaches, players, sponsors and of course you. Because without you there is no us.

Regards
Kris Hemmerling 

SWQ THUNDER FC

SAP Co-Ordinator - Chris McLeod

The year 2020 will be remembered for many of the wrong reasons around the world. What I will remember most fondly is 
that the children of the SAP program just got to play in a year of great uncertainty. Despite the setbacks that confronted 
the world and sport in our backyard, I and the club were incredibly fortunate to have the services of a team of managers 
and coaches who remained positive, resilient and incredibly talented in their respective fields to enable our young men to 
play and grow as footballers and individuals.

From Tom, Dave, Mirko and Craig in the coaching circles, to the superbly talented managerial staff of Nick, Nat and 
Matt…………..the boys were in exceptional hands on and off the field. Thanks to you one and all for your efforts which 
have seen a program delivered amidst constant uncertainty.

The boys were brilliant throughout every session, and my memories of lock up at Futsal on a Wednesday night saw countless 
faces with huge smiles on their faces with laughter and chatter in close range. The development of the individual, in an 
environment conducive to learning was paramount to the planning of the 2020 season. 
This was a format different form the previous seasons which introduced the ‘Vikings Futsal’ organisation into training on a Wednesday evening following 
the Brazilian methodology of skill development in the younger age groups with this style of play. The introduction of the Fit Lab also reaped benefits in 
increasing core strength and injury reductions to the program, thanks to Corey and his team for what was a wonderful addition to the program. Finally, the 
introduction back into the local league with planned tournaments and carnivals throughout the season for all age groups was thrown into turmoil with 
COVID-19. However, despite this and whatever direction the program takes in 2021, thanks to the large contingency of parents who have supported their 
child’s passion and interest in 2020.

Boys follow your dreams, it certainly is not where you start, but where you finish in the game that is the most important aspect of football at your age. Thanks 
for your efforts to the club, to your coaches/managers and your team-mates. Have a great off season and look forward to watching you develop over the 
years in these golden years for you.

Regards
Chris McLeod



UNDER 9 BOYS 
Coach:  Thomas Lund
Manager: Nick Warmington
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Alex Duncan – “Mr Blond Dynamite” has been an energetic force to be reckoned with on the pitch, playing high level football 
wherever he plays.
 
Ellord Panta – Ellord has been a menace to any defender he has come against on the pitch. Scoring many goals in the 
process. 
Noah Richardson – Noah has been the main hunter up front. Winning footballs high and scoring often.   
Xavier O’Connor – “Mr Cool and Calm” in the back has been a massive boost to anchor the side throughout the year.
Oliver Wells – Oliver has been instrumental in the team’s success this year. He has been able to both defend and attack when 
the team calls for it. 
Noah Alchin – “Big Red” has had a fantastic year and been one of our anchors in the back line. 
Joshua Dolley – I have enjoyed watching Joshua’s growth in football this year. His ability to win the ball back has been 
fantastic. 
Savion Karmacharya – “Mr Messi” has put on many great shows with his skill this year. I look forward to seeing what he 
becomes in the future. 
Tokota Mears – Tokota has been a “pocket rocket” on the left side of the pitch this year. He has listened very well and put 
into practice as much as he could. 
Eli Silver – Our GK this year and has done well to keep out many shots on goal, and also discovering his on-field talents later 
in the year. 
Lachlan Warmington – To know about Lachlan is to know the “Lachie special”. The “Lachie special” is to win the ball at centre 
back and beat everyone to score a goal. 
Charlie Lowis – “Mr Rocket Boots” has played some beautiful football this year, as well as discovering his fantastic goal 
keeping talents. 
Nathaniel Miller – “Mr Miller” was brought into the SAP program later in the year and he did not disappoint. Playing wherever 
he was told and still scoring lots of goals in the process.
 
Here are some of the 2020 TFL stats for our under 9/10 SAP heroes who played in the under 10 competition this year:
•    5782 collective minutes on the pitch wearing the blue and white with pride 
•    77 goals won, 10 goals conceded
•    Undefeated in the TFL season 
 
Having an interrupted season does not mean we stop progressing forward in our footballing career. This was the motto of 
our season. The boys learnt a lot this season and still had a lot of fun in the process. I look forward to the footballers they will 
become in the future. 

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 10 BOYS 
Coach:  David Lawson
Assistant Coach: Noah Lawson
Manager: Natalie Lawson
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 The 2020 Season will be one that we will never forget.  Covid 19 changed everything we all took for granted as normal.  Social 
distancing and hand sanitising are now part of everything we do.  We had started the season with a few new additions to 
the squad and were hard at work at training, looking forward to the upcoming games, when all our lives were turned upside 
down.  Quarantine meant no more team training and the boys were left to complete the home training programs provided 
by the club with the help of their parents.  The under 10 boys were fortunate to have the guidance of Thalia from Hiit the Bar 
Fitness to guide them through their fitness sessions once a week via Zoom.  

Finally, the season kicked off in July.  The boys competed in the under 11 Challenge Comp in the TFL this season.   The have 
played some impressive football and dominated their games against the older playing group.  They have showcased the 
skills that they have worked hard to develop at training and highlighted the benefits of the Thunder training to the local 
community.

Every player brings something unique to the team and it has been a pleasure to help them develop their skills to be the best 
player they can be.  They play fantastic team football, and they have a comradery which you can see both on and off the field. 

The commitment shown by the players and their families, especially the five players that travel at least an hour each way to 
get to training and games, is exceptional. 

I look forward to seeing the boys stay in the Thunder Program and work their way into the Men’s Team in the future. 

David Lawson

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 11 BOYS
Coach: Mirko Crociati
Manager: Natalie Lawson
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I have seen smiles, tears, and mistakes. 
I have seen great shots, goals and tackles.
I have seen players close their eyes and finally hit a ball with their head to score, winning a challenge that seemed impossible.
I have seen saves, dives, and chases.
I have seen a team of only attackers turn consciously into a team in which everyone plays their role with passion and 
dedication. 
I have seen players wander the field individually and then become a team with one head and one thought. 
I have seen small players move opponents twice their size, because when you believe in something you can reach any goal. 
I have seen someone dream big. 
I have seen all of this, and I never expected it. 
I have seen something impossible, but now I have to believe it. 
I have seen all of this and I hope it was something I deserved as a coach. 

Rhys Bailey: From long ball player to super reliable goalkeeper; gloves, intelligence and two wings to fly. Spring. 
Jonson Windolf: Give him a flank and he won’t stop running up and down. Give him a ball and he won’t stop smiling. Train. 
Mitchell Tabikh: No matter how small it is, you can’t sleep with a mosquito in the bedroom. Pocket-rocket. 
Jarryd Dolan: Pure dedication, infinite reliability. Toy-soldier. 
Liam Wright: Technique, intelligence, and cheekiness for a fairytale lefty. Magician. 
Harrison Mullins: Why run when quality allows you not to do it? An extrodinary intelligence like no other. Genius 
Lachlan Daley: The point of reference of the whole team: the leader! Monumental.
Eamon Pickering: An unthinkable improvement in a single season. Hard work always pays off. Example. 
Riley Dargusch: Hard-headed; always has to be right, but at least they never give up. Pure determination. Terminator. 
Matthew Lawson: Sooner or later they will understand you; give them time. It is not easy to see football as an adult in a 
world of children. Visionary.
Stuart Pickering: Ball control and excellent quality. If he loads the shot, you better move! Dynamite.
Lachlan McErvale: Sought by all for his wonderful personality. Do not trust him... he’s unbelievable but can also be very 
aggressive! Warrior. 
William Zhou: He looks for the ball like my dog looks for his bone and once he finds what he can do, it’s a blast! Spinning top.

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 12 BOYS 
Coach: Craig van Heerden
Manager: Matthew Thompson 
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A year that will go down in infamy for many reasons started just like any other for the 2020 U12 SAP group.  Many of these 
players were going into their 3rd or 4th year in the SAP program and were looking forward to the challenge ahead with 
strong displays in the early days of the TFL competition.  

During the subsequent break from training and fixtures all of our footballers continued to work at their game with individual 
drills and backyard games against their siblings, parents and pets.  Whilst everyone’s lawns copped a pounding going into 
winter (sorry) – it kept all of the boys close to being ‘match fit’ as we could expect.  

Upon returning to a full-time program, players doubled down in their efforts to develop in the 4 Core Skills as well as 
continuing to develop physically and tactically for the rigours of full field football which will follow in 2021.  

In regards to the product produced on the pitch – I would commend the players on their commitment to playing the kind of 
football we practise at training.  It is not uncommon for them to maintain possession in a positive manner for long periods of 
time and when they are matched against young men of the similar age and stature, I would expect to see the positive results 
continue to be achieved.

Matt and I always marvel at the luck that has been bestowed upon us in regards to both the character of our players and 
parents.  The commitment shown by everyone involved is continuously superb and we thank all of them for the trust placed 
in us. 

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 13 GIRLS
Coach: Louise Rolfe 
Assistant Coach: Madison Lockwood
Manager: Joanne Woodcock
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It was a season like no other and we feel lucky to have been able to play the game we love during 2020. The hurdles faced by 
the playing group were a plenty but the girls demonstrated resilience and determination to challenge the strongest teams 
in the competition. Games which will long be part of my football memories include beating Mitchelton away in a strong 
defensive effort, upsetting the Gap at Walton Bridge Reserve and the awesome goals scored to send Sunshine Coast home 
pointless.

In goals, Meg was a standout and pulled out saves that defy the laws of physics. Juliana was leader in the backline and would 
never give up the chase. Charlize stood firm as a central defender who could read the game and was able to predict play. 
Charli was able to play anywhere defensively and her excellent decision making made her a player wise beyond her years. 
Jakira could stop any player in a 1v1 and had the speed to get back to cover her teammates. Aliviah, our captain, brought 
sharp skills, leadership and excellent distribution to the midfield. Abbie-Jane has grown into a confident and seasoned 
defensive midfield with the ability to connect our lines. Lucy was a versatile player who could be dangerous on the wing 
and effective in the midfield. Cadence scored one of best goals of the season which was a result of her consistent work ethic. 
Dawso, our golden boot of 2020, was able to break through any defensive line with her speed and footwork. Sienna made 
clever striker runs and was a target player. Sophia made the code switch from touch football this year and was able to utilise 
her speed on the wing. Steph was a ruthless defender and agile winger who would step up to hassle any opponent.

A huge thank you to Liana, Gabriella, Claire, Millie, Emmersyn, Chloe and Jasmine who also played with the girls throughout 
the season.

Thank you to Madison as assistant coach and Jo as manager for going to extra mile for the team.

Thank you to the parents. You have all raised wonderful girls who are a pleasure to coach and I have appreciated your 
support this season, whether it be from the sideline, coaching or volunteering in various roles.

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 13 BOYS
Coach: Ricardo Nitschke
Assistant Coach: Anthony Rametta
Manager: Alan Cumming
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While 2020 has been a challenging year for everyone, it has been a great year for the Thunder under 13 boys. 
The Under 13 Boys started the season very confident with a victory for the opening match. After that we got hit by COVID-19 
that forced us all to take a long break from football.

When lockdown was over, the boys came back strong and determined, ready to take on the rest of the season.  Slowly 
progressing as a team, they discovered the taste of success, winning matches and even managing a few straight victories. 
This success made them realise that they were even more capable than they ever thought.
 
The boys showed even more maturity and strength though when they were losing a game. They never gave up at any 
moment, even when they were behind on the scoreboard. They fought every single minute to close the gap or even to turn 
it around to a victory.

I have been really proud of the growth in the boys throughout this year.  It hasn’t been easy but they have stepped up 
together, growing as a team. No matter the result, at the end of each and every game of the season, Anthony and I have 
received comments and compliments from the coaches of the opposing teams about the skills and commitment of the boys.  
Their development has been a pleasure to watch and be a part of.

I’d like to personally thank Anthony Rametta, for all his assistance throughout the season, his support for me and the team 
has been invaluable.  

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 14 BOYS
Coach: Jason Richardson
Assistant Coach: Luke Stenhouse
Manager:  Steve Willmot
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After a successful 2019 season, we took to 2020 with desire to continue on our winning ways. After a frantic opening of the 
season where we played a number of the top Brisbane sides, we went into the COVID break with a mixture of great wins, 
close draws and tough losses. 

Over the course of the COVID break, the boys all need to be commended for continuing their training at home as well as 
arranging their own team Zoom sessions that they could train as a team online! This displayed how much this team has 
bonded over the past two years into a close knit group. 

When the season resumed, the team went five games undefeated conceding just 2 goals and scoring 21. Throughout the 
course of the season, the team lost just 4 games and conceding just 20 goals in finishing 2nd on the table. Overall, the boys 
scored 74 goals for the season and worked hard on building our play from the back. 

Once again, our defensive unit lead from the front. From our Captain & Centre Back Kaden Willmot to Kai Richardson, Ryan 
De Bortoli, Zac Lucido, Xavier Knecht & Goalkeeper Jordan Heading, we were able to build our game from the back and play 
an attractive style of football. 

This provided opportunities for our midfielders of Taku Doherty, Sam Wilson, Lachlan Stenhouse, Nick Brehaut, TJ 
Samarawickrama, Josh Zahra & Denovan Oloman to provide some quality ball through to our forwards. Once again, Jaydahn 
Hearn led the way with 31 goals for the year and was ably supported by Quinn Farmer & Tyran Henningsen. 

Season 2020 certainly provided disruption and challenges. We have been lucky to have excellent parents who are always 
willing to help and provide a great environment for which to coach this group of young men.

Thanks also to Steve Willmot and Luke Stenhouse for their assistance throughout the season. Looking forward to season 
2021!  

SWQ THUNDER FC



UNDER 15 BOYS 
Coach: Doug Spinks
Assistant Coach: Craig Van Heerden
Manager: Tamara Manning
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Wow, what else can 2020 throw our way. In a year that started in October 2019 with a trial process, our players and families 
have endured plenty. We have had 2 broken arms, broken ribs, busted teeth and a disjointed competition broken up by a 
Pandemic that effected everyone in a way nobody could have predicted.

We were introduced to Player Zoom meetings as a means of staying in touch for 3 months and placed heavy reliance on the 
integrity of our players to do the “work” that was set down for them each week. For the Under 15 Boys of 2020, this trust was 
born in the previous year when coaching staff started to move the responsibility for training and game day preparedness 
across to the boys and they have embraced this.

Considering the year we have had, I cannot speak highly enough of the incredible resilience of this group of boys to continue 
to turn up week after week and attempt to play at their highest standard. We took a little time to adjust to the different 
opponent in FQPL but what has now emerged is a team with real character and an edge to their play that doesn’t get rolled 
over.
Each individual is slowly learning their craft and trying to develop that into the team style and structure. Third on the table is 
a fitting result for us and a valuable reward for the effort shown over the season.

Special mention has to be made to the people behind the people, Assistant Craig and Manager Tamara. Both these champions 
have also grown into their respective roles and have fully “bought in” to what I believe is a truly winning year for this Group 
and the Club in general. 

I make no mention of any individual player here. There is no superstars. The success simply comes from the combination of 
hard work and fair team play. I hope they stay the course and we see them as future Senior players.

A special tribute and thanks to all players and families who have endured so much in 2020. Thankyou and God Bless.

SWQ THUNDER FC
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Seeking Sponsorship Partners for 2021 Season 

“We are seeking sponsors for the 2021 Season and need your 
help.  If you operate a business and are interested in Team or 
Club sponsorship levels or can perhaps refer us to a potential 
sponsor,  please contact Luke Stenhouse, Chairman of SWQ 
Thunder on  0419 188 722  to discuss it further. “

The Last Stride (Racehorse)

SILVER SPONSOR

PARTNER SPONSOR



100 CLUB
Congratulations to SWQ Thunder players who have played 100 games for the club

2017 2018 2019 2020
Keegan Dixon Eli Adams Kodi Bailey Luke Beuttel

Tom Fanning Luke Lister Cody Carroll Jacob Bigby

Jackson Franke Richard Hayden Jon Crowe Georgia Favero

Anthony Grant Fletcher McDonald Jack DeBortoli Noah Lawson

Wade Hall Connor McLeod Casey Evans Cormac McCarthy

Jordan Howard Eddie Poulton Madison Franke Jarrah McNicol

Riley Lobwein Lana Styler Cameron Percy Alex Munster

Brady Mason Hunter Purcell Jahrem Richardson

Reilly Mason Jayden Richardson Brendan Roche

Jack Percy Brock Smith Joe Scott

Emmanual Philip Caitlyn Stocker Jordynn Watts

Keegan Sheridan Keanu Tuart Madison Lockwood

Ky Smith Riley Willmot

Mannyx Smith

Dan Weber

Juniors
Through this year’s tough circumstances, the junior goalkeepers here at Thunder put the hard work in coming back from the 
COVID break, after a few much loved conditioning sessions we were back at it ready to go! 
Each player has seen huge improvements from the start of the season up to now and it has been an awesome journey to be 
involved with and help these keepers improve! Although I like to say I played a big part, in truth all I do is set up the sessions 
and make a bit of noise, it is this group of goalkeepers that push each other, serve to each other and work together to improve 
themselves and the Thunder junior goalkeeper family. I’m looking forward to continue working with and hopefully spending 
a bit more time with this group of keepers next season. The future of Thunder goalkeeping is looking good!
Quick shout out to Meg Woodcock and Scott Quick for stand out performances this season.

SENIORS
The senior goalkeeper Group at South West Queensland Thunder this year have had quite a successful yet turbulent season. 
With suspensions, injuries and mid-season departures all mixed in with COVID. The senior group has had some much 
appreciated help from local league and also the junior goalkeeper group. On the positive side our senior men’s team have 
had an extremely successful season with many team of the week performances from both Jace and Pierce. Supported by both 
our u18s and u20s goalkeepers Tyler and Jayden, the senior group have been putting in a lot of hard work in training and the 
results have been noticed. 16 year old Tyler has been a stand out in goal for the u18 team and with it being his first year with 
goalkeeper training its awesome to see such an improvement in such a short time and I look forward to seeing him improve 
even more next season! Senior safe hands winner last season Jayden Richardson has had another great season in goal for the 
u20 team, Jayden overcame an injury mid-season and came back just as strong.
Liz Hollitt for the senior women’s team has made the NPLW team of the week more times than I can count! With a standout 
performance like that our women’s team is definitely in safe hands! 

SWQ THUNDER FC

GOALKEEPERS REPORT
Coach: Jack Nussey





UNDER 15 GIRLS
Coach: Nick Payne
Assistant Coach: Ricky Weinand
Manager: Lauren Major
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In what was certainly an out of the ordinary season, we started stage 1 of the season fantastically before being shutdown 
due to Covid. During lockdown it was so good to see the girls eager to do as much individual training as they could, as well 
as keep in touch as a team as best as they could.

Stage 2 of the season saw us also start quite well, we sat on top of the ladder for the first 4 weeks. We ran into some tougher 
competition over the following weeks and really showed our quality, but a run of injuries didn’t help and we went through 
the remainder of the season with mixed results – comfortably beating the teams below us and fighting out tough battles 
with those above us on the table.

Ricky, Lauren and I just loved being around these girls this year. Such a great group of young women that work so well 
together as a team. Plenty of laughs and few tears, but it is safe to say all of the girls also really enjoyed this season. We 
certainly played some fantastic quality and entertaining football all year. 

A massive thank you to Ricky for all his help this year, I have loved working with you throughout the season. Also a huge 
thank you to our manager Lauren for all of your hard work behind the scenes, keeping us organised and in check, your 
support through a challenging season is very much appreciated. Thank you to all parents and siblings for your efforts as well.

Finally, I want to thank the girls, for all your hard work and effort in a year that has thrown us many challenges. It is very 
rewarding for us as coaches, to see you gel so well together, to work on plans and execute them on the pitch, and to see all of 
you finish every training session and game with smiles on your faces. This group is 100% the future of the club and we look 
forward to seeing you all make an appearance in the senior women’s side over the coming years.

All the best, Nick, Rick and Lauren.
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UNDER 16 BOYS
Coach: David Lawson
Assistant Coach: Mick Smith
Manager: Andrew Roche
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When selecting the squad for this season, several changes were made, which is never easy.  
Preseason training went well, the boys worked hard, and were more than ready for the season to start. The new players had 
fitted in well, and were willing to listen and learn, which reinforced my decision to change the squad.  You could see the great 
team culture on and off the field.

The first 3 games the boys were on fire, every player working hard, to get a starting spot.   Everything we had been working 
on in training was coming together.  Then Covid hit.

During quarantine, the boys worked on their home programs, some more than others.  We set challenges for the players and 
they shared the videos.  They also had fitness sessions 3 times a week, via Zoom, with Thalia from Hiit the Bar Fitness. 

We had some major changes when we could finally return.  Players leaving, injury, and being in quarantine really affected 
the team. We were back to square one with training.  Our first 2 games, they struggled to get back to where we had started.  
It was hard to believe we had so much work to do, but the boys kept training hard and the results started to come.  

It has been an extremely long season, and we have had some ups and downs, but it has been a pleasure to work with so 
many talented players and share my knowledge of the game. Thanks to Mick and Rochie for their support this year, the team 
is incredibly lucky to have them, they have made my job a lot easier and I have enjoyed working with them.

I wish all the boys the best for the future in whatever they choose to pursue and hope they have all taken something positive 
from the season we have shared.

David Lawson
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UNDER 18 GIRLS 
Coach: Tim Taylor
Assistant Coach: Stephen Favero
Manager: Angela McMahon & Anita Wolski
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2020 has been a year of growth for these talented young ladies. We have seen them grow closer as a team and better as individuals. With 
new players coming in this year, it took the team a while to gel however, they now look like a team that has been playing together for a 
long time. The potential within this playing group is clearly evident and makes for an exciting future. Covid affected our player numbers 
and a massive thankyou needs to go out to all players that stepped up to ensure we could field a team each week.

After the restart of Phase 1 we made a rough start winning just 1 game from our first 7 however then began the turn around. We came up 
against a Moreton Bay side that were in the top 4 and in great form. At half time we were 2-0 down but were by far the better team.
The second half found new belief and we were unlucky not to get all three points. The Thunder fought back to be up 3-2 and conceded an 
equaliser in the last 30 seconds. However, the coaching staff and Management could see that the girls had just found their way.

Highlight of our season would have to be our second game in phase 2. We played a Souths team that we had played 3 times previously 
and they battered us every time. This time was different, we could feel it at training that everything was finally coming together after a 
long season. After a team breakfast we then met at the Stadium for what was by far our best performance. It was a plan that was executed 
perfectly. We pressed high as a unit and won the ball midway through the first half when Bridget Peden hit a rocket from outside the area 
to put us ahead 1-0 at half time. 

The ladies came out firing in the second half again frustrating Souths into a mistake in their own half when Maddy Lockwood punished 
them with another long-range rocket and the Thunder were now flying. Skye Arnold added a third and was unlucky not to make it 4 shortly 
after. Souths did pull one back against the run of play towards the end but the Thunder won the game very comfortably 3-1. 

It was a result that showed just how far we have come as a collective and the potential these ladies have moving forward. Thank you to 
all the parents. The massive commitment you make every year getting the girls to and from training & games is amazing. Thank you to 
Stephen, Angela, Anita & Catherine. It has been a long year; we have certainly had our ups and downs but I could not have asked for a 
better team of people to work with.

Finally, thank you to all the girls. I have asked many of you to step outside your comfort zone this season and I couldn.t be prouder of the 
way you have tackled every challenge thrown at you. It has been an absolute pleasure to be your coach this season and I can’t wait to see 
you all back in action next season.
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UNDER 18 BOYS
Coach: Mick Turvey 
Assistant Coach: Sam Macri 
Manager: Toby Whitten
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This 2020 season was one of the longest and hardest seasons of football we have ever experienced for it’s stop starts , school 
football & club. 

With the average player training 5 days a week 2 games a weekend for nine weeks in our 11 week restart to our season. The 
U18s boys step up & played some brilliant football this season lead their competition most of the season.

This bunch of young men played with the spirit of what the Thunder Football club means to them & myself. They displayed 
pride & passion to play for each other on and off the field and showed we have a great future & the quality of players coming 
through the club . The boys finished 3rd & very unlucky not to finish on top as we start the 2nd phase our goal is finish 
undefeated for this last 5 games 3 down 2 more to go .

A special thanks to Sam Macri who started the season with me for his help & support through out the season all the best 
hope Sam gets back with the club in the future. A shout out to Toby Whitten who came on board late in the season to 
manage this year couldn’t have done it with out you . A special thanks to our board members for a brilliant job they have 
done in what has been the hardest season ever cheers. And our senior coaching staff thanks for your support & a special 
thanks to Nick Rundle for your help & support.

Finally thank the club for the 5 years that I have enjoyed coaching from the men for 3 years & the road trips we had & 
memories. And I enjoyed coaching the U15s but the U18s best time ever cheers.
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UNDER 20 MEN
Coach: Nick Rundle
Assistant Coach: Jack Nussey
Manager: Trevor Howard

2020 was a sojourn into the unknown of the FQPL, a league the club had not previously played in. Unfortunately, it was 
a season that would be broken into three. The initial start of the season wiped clean after a promising start left the lads 
frustrated but hungry to do even better after the opening day loss to Rochedale left us just off the pace in third. 

Post-COVID we were given an 11-match first past the post sprint and we started strong with a resounding 8-2 win against 
Souths with Cormac McCarthy and Oredi Kibombo snaring hattricks.

But there would be two decisive games that would define our season. A 3-1 loss at Wynnum Wolves when reduced to 10 men 
knocked us off of top spot but perhaps, even more crucial, was the 2-2 draw to eventual runners-up Western Pride where two 
errors cost us 2 goals and the chance to finish first.

And so, a season broken into thirds end with us finishing third – just 1 point from top.

At Under 20 level a season shouldn’t be defined by the just the results but also by the progression of players and we were 
delighted to see Sam & Isaac both make debuts for the Seniors in what was probably one of the toughest years to break into 
the Mens squad thanks to the depth of talent.

Most importantly though, I’d like to say thank you to the players who made the year so enjoyable. We had some ups. We had 
some downs. We always did it with a laugh and a steely determination driven by our moto of “giving everything we had so 
we could ask no more of each other”. Three times reduced to ten-men, only once did it cost us points is point in fact.

To the parents and supporters, thank you for every cheer and offer of support.

Lastly, I should thank the senior players who played for us. It is often easy for seniors to lose focus when “playing down” but I 
was delighted with the absolute professionalism you all bought. Thank you for your assistance.
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SENIOR WOMEN 
Coach:  David Park-Ballay
Assistant Coach:  Tim Taylor
Manager:  Dannielle Davis / Jess Fry

2020 will be a season to remember, not just for being the longest (13 months), but for the fantastic improvement realised 
by the Women team. The trip to the Range is not anymore a fun game against SWQ Thunder, where you can give a rest to 
key players, come back with 3 points and a good goal difference. The ladies have been able to put Toowoomba back on the 
football map. 

Back to October 2019, we were well-surprised to see more than 30 players coming for trials. As a result, many new faces were 
added to the squad, such as Ebonney Kidd, Justeen Kruger and Rachael Cox from the local competition, Bridgit Plummer 
from Canberra, and Nani from Singapore. Not often has Toowoomba be lucky to have the captain of a National Team in its 
squad!

Thanks to the 3-month break due to Covid-19, we started another pre-season with some improvement against Souths, 
where the players surprised themselves by leading 1-0 at halftime and a win against Ipswich City. The competition resumed 
in July, straight against the defending Champions, Lions, with a heavy score line but we definitely showed some progress, 
drawing 1-1 the second half, and then collecting our first points against QAS (1-1) and Eastern Suburbs (1-1) where Mel Lloyd 
scored the goal of the year.

We also signed two amazing attackers: a local hero, Abbey Lloyd and Sinna Perrin. We were getting closer and closer with 
great results at halftime against Gold Coast (1-0) and Logan (2-1), and eventually the first win happened, against Moreton 
Bay to finish the first phase (4 -1).

The 2nd phase confirmed the improvement, with two consecutive wins at home against QAS (2-1) and especially against 
Capalaba where we got our best result of the year (2-1). Incredible result, finishing with 10 players.

Finishing 10th with 4 wins, just few points from the mid table is a good achievement. Many individual satisfactions: Liz Hollitt, 
as usual, collected many ‘Team of the Week’ by reducing by half the amount of goals conceded; Louise and Captain Mel were 
the best goal scorers and inspirational leaders; Jai Jackson’s activity in the midfield was enormous; Madie Franke and Bridgit 
Plummer the more consistent players at training, while Sinna Perrin and Abbey Lloyd brought their experience to the team.

It has been such an enjoyable year, with a group living well and some memories to share: Mel Lloyd massaging her sister 
Abbey before the game against Capalaba, great training sessions in the rain with Ebonney and Jordie, Louise Rolfe starting 
a game on the bench…

To finish, I’d like to thank Tim Taylor for his commitment all year with both the Women and U18s, our managers Dannielle 
Davis and Jess Fry and all the players and staff not mentioned in this article.
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SENIOR MEN
Coach: Ivor Prasad
Assistant Coach: Nick Rundle
Manager: Trent Bowles

It was a great honour to be appointed as the Head Coach of the Senior Men’s team, and at the same time tasked with the 
responsibility to rebuild a squad, with only seven players staying on from the end of the 2019 season.

After an extensive search, locally, interstate, and abroad, we managed to build a roster of twenty-three (23) players, with 
the signing of two exceptional quality marquee players in Pasquale De Vita, and club captain, Mirko Crociati. The rest of the 
squad is mainly built from top performers from the 2019 TFL season, and returning players from the previous years.

In total, twenty-one (21) out of the twenty-three (23) players are local home-grown talents, which is a rarity at NPL/QPL level.
Even though the season is still in progress, it has already been defined as a success, with the team currently sitting in second 
(2nd) position on the FQPL ladder, with a 12-1-4 win-draw-loss record.

With three (3) games still remaining, the team is very much in the race for the Minor Premiership, and promotion into the 
2021 NPL competition.

It has been an absolute pleasure to coach a bunch of extremely highly motivated and driven individuals, who week-in, and 
week-out overcome the challenges which regional teams face, and give their absolute best, in training, and during games. 
The attitude, commitment, and work ethic of this team is clearly evident in the way the team has performed this season.

I would also like to show my heartfelt gratitude to my right hand man, Nick Rundle, for his invaluable contributions; Director, 
Jason Hall, for going above and beyond in keeping the conditions near perfect for the team; Physio, Trevor Howard, for 
his high level of care and concern for the players, and GK Coach, Jack Nussey, for doing a wonderful job in training and 
developing our Goal Keepers, and being in the top three of the least conceding Keepers; and Manager, Trent Bowles, for 
staying on top of all the administration and operational matters. You all have definitely been the backbone of the Senior 
Men’s squad.

Finally, a massive ‘Thank You’ to all the players, spectators, officials, and sponsors of SWQ Thunder, for their priceless support 
and encouragement throughout the year. Here’s to an already successful 2020, and even a bigger 2021
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2020 AWARDS
Most Valuable Player Player’s Player Coaches Award

U13Boys Ben Miller Adam MacDonald Adnan Ali

U13Girls Meg Woodcock Aliviah Gill Charli Ashby

U14Boys Kaden Willmot Zachary Lucido Taku Doherty

U15Boys Jeremy Zuyderwyk Ben Anderson Aaron Picker

U15Girls Lucy Major Nikita Wilson Macey Eiser

U16Boys Scott Quick Riley Willmot Muhammad Mehdi Amini

U18Girls Georgia Favero Casey Evans Kellie McMahon

U18Boys Alex Munster Jack DeBortoli Asim Suyal

U20Men Charles Miller Cormac McCarthy Isaac Davey

Rising Star

Senior Men Veco Serugo Mirko Crociati Josue Kalenga

Senior Women Jai Jackson Melanie Lloyd Madison Lockwood

Golden Boot Junior Jaydahn Hearn

Golden Boot Senior Cormac McCarthy

Safe Hands Award Junior Scott Quick

Safe Hands Award Senior Pierce Clark

Coach Award Ivor Prasad

The Allan Sothmann Perpetual  “ Club Spirit Award” Chris McLeod

The Lachlan Percy “ Players Player” Award                             Cormac McCarthy
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THANK YOU
With thanks to the following for their help & support 

throughout the 2020 Season

Toowoomba Sports Ground - (Clive Berghofer Stadium)

Rockville Rovers – Captain Cook Ovals

Toowoomba Regional Council –  Highfields Sports Park and Kratzke Rd Oval,

Highfields Football Club

West Wanderers Football Club

Toowoomba Grammar School

Football Queensland – South West

DSL - Photography

McDonald Printing Group

The Royal Hotel

The Chronicle

WIN TV

7News

Snap Toowoomba

JD Sporting Photography
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TEAM SPONSORS

CLUB SUPPORTERS

Walinga Australia Pty ltd Noah Lawson - U16B

Total Flooring Contractors Ryan DeBortoli - U14B

Queensland Water Services Lachlan Daley - U11B

Livewired Electrical Isabella Payne - U15G

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER SPONSORS

SWQ THUNDER FC

STRONG 4 LIFE PILATES




